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Abstract
Given the increased
i
conccern over reliaable, emission
nffree power, nu
uclear power has
h experienceed a resurgence
oof interest. A sub-critical
s
accelerator driven
n system (ADS
S)
ccan drive sysstems that haave either saffety constraintts
((waste transmu
utation) or red
duced fissile co
ontent (thorium
m
rreactor). The goals of AD
DS are some or all of the
ffollowing: 1) to significanttly reduce thee generation or
o
iimpacts due to
o the minor acttinides on the packing
p
density
y
aand long-term
m radiotoxicity in the reposittory design, 2)
2
ppreserve/use th
he energy-rich
h component of
o used nucleaar
ffuel, and 3) red
duce proliferation risk.
ADS system
ms have been actively studied
d in Europe and
d
A
Asia over the past two decades and renewed interest is
i
ooccurring in the
t U.S. This talk will coveer some of the
hhistory, possib
ble applicablee fuel cycle scenarios, and
d
ggeneral issuess to be consid
dered in impleementing ADS
S
systems.

the radioaactive isotope.. The short-livved fission prooducts
can be sttored in man-m
made containeers until they safely
decay to low radiotooxicity levels. Long-lived fissile
isotopes llike Pu-239 andd U-235 can bbe stored with U
U-238
and Np-2237 for fabricaation into nucllear fuel at a future
date. The long-lived fisssion products can be vitrifieed and
buried.
Reposittory design iss significantlyy impacted bby the
radioactivve decay heat for at least 10,000 years. Long
term storaage is also lim
mited by contaainer failure annd the
potential spread of radiotoxic isotopes. Isootopic
contributiions to the deccay heat are shhown in Fig. 1.. Note
that Am-2241 is the maj
ajor source of decay heat at times
longer thaan the lifetime of engineered barriers.

INTROD
DUCTION
block to development of add
ditional nucleaar
A key roadb
ppower capacitty is the con
ncern over management
m
of
o
nnuclear waste. Nuclear wastee is predominaantly comprised
d
oof used fuel discharged
d
from
m operating nu
uclear reactorss.
W
Worldwide, more
m
than 250,,000 tons of spent
s
fuel from
m
rreactors currently operating
g will require disposal. The
ttoxicity of the spent fuel, mainly due to ion
nizing radiation
n,
w
will affect futu
ure generationss for long into the future. The
llarge quantity
y and its long-lived
l
to
oxicity presen
nt
significant chaallenges in wasste managemen
nt.
Nuclear fuel seems ideeally suited for recycling
g.
H
However, the low price for uranium oree over the lasst
des has madee the “once-tthrough” cycle
several decad
eeconomical. Under
U
any scen
nario, at some point in time a
ccombination of short-term
m and long-tterm geologic
rrepositories mu
ust be made av
vailable to receeive the reacto
or
w
waste.
Only a smalll fraction of th
he available energy in the fueel
iis extracted on
o a single paass and the majority
m
of the
““problem wasttes” could be burned in fastt reactors. Fasttrreactors have a hard neutron
n spectrum relaative to thermaal
rreactors. Most of the remain
ning wastes haave half-lives of
o
a few hundred
d years and can be safely stored in man
nm
made containm
ment structures (casks or gllass). The very
y
small amount of remaining
g long-lived waste
w
could be
safely stored in
n a small geologic repository
y. The problem
m
ffor the next 10
00 years is thaat a sufficient number of fasst
rreactors will not
n be built by
y industry to burn
b
their own
n
w
waste and the LWR
L
waste fro
om existing an
nd new reactorss.
So an interim solution is reequired to tran
nsition to a fasst
rreactor econom
my.
One interim
m solution is to
o dispose spen
nt fuel using a
ccombination of
o approaches depending on the lifetime of
o
Plenary

Figure 1: Dominant deccay heat contribbutors in spentt PWR
fuel irraddiated to 50 GWd/MTHM
M. [1] Goal is to
eliminate components of the nuclearr waste stream
m that
account fo
for the majorityy of the heat looad and toxicityy over
the 300 too 10,000 year ttime frame. Thhe isotopes circcled in
red are thhe major contrributors to thee decay heat iin this
time fram
me. If these isottopes are remooved then: thee solid
blue line sshows the decaay heat of the rremaining wastte; the
green dasshed line show
ws the time att which the suurface
temperatuure of the wasste container is below the bboiling
point of w
water; and the blue dashed liine gives the tiime at
which thee waste radiottoxicity is beloow Class C nuuclear
waste.

ACC
CELERATO
OR DRIVE
EN SYSTEM
MS
Accelerrator Driven S
Systems (ADS
S) operate in a subcritical reeactor mode. T
This mode offfers two signiificant
advantagees over criticaal reactors: greeater flexibilityy with
respect too fuel compoosition, and potentially enhhanced
safety. Acccelerator drivven systems aare ideally suitted to
burning fu
fuels which aree problematic from the standdpoint
of criticaal reactor operration, namelyy, fuels that w
would
degrade nneutronic charracteristics of the critical coore to
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uunacceptable levels due to sm
mall delayed neeutron fraction
ns
aand short neu
utron lifetimes, such as U-2
233 and mino
or
aactinide fuel. Additionally, ADS
A
allows th
he use of non
nffissile fuels (e..g. Th) withoutt the incorporaation of U or Pu
u
iinto fresh fuel. The enhanced
d safety of AD
DS is due to the
ffact that oncee the accelerattor is turned off,
o the system
m
shuts down. Iff the margin to
o critical is suffficiently largee,
rreactivity-indu
uced transients can never ressult in a superrccritical accideent with poten
ntially severe consequencess.
P
Power controll in accelerator-driven system
ms is achieved
d
tthrough the co
ontrol of the beam current, a feature which
h
ccan compensatte for reactivity
y loss due to fu
uel burn-up.

required. We have prooposed an appproach, sub-ccritical
minor acttinide burner, SMART, buillt on an Am bburner
approach,, shown in Fig.. 2.

Waste Transsmutation
To date no country emplo
oys a fuel cyclle that destroy
ys
tthe minor acttinides (MA) present in ussed LWR fuell.
W
Waste transmu
utation of thee minor actiniides requires a
significant num
mber of neutro
ons with energiies greater than
n
1 MeV. A fasst-neutron specctrum can be produced by a
hhigh-energy prroton beam geenerating spalllation neutronss.
T
These spallatio
on neutrons can
n then drive a subcritical core
tto transmute the minor acctinides. Unlik
ke critical fasst
rreactors which
h generally inccorporate uraniium or thorium
m
iin the fuel for safe operation, ADS can poteentially operate
oon a pure MA
A feed stream, meaning
m
a smaaller number of
o
A
ADS can be deployed
d
to bu
urn a fixed am
mount of mino
or
aactinides. ADS
S can recycle the
t MA multiple times until it
i
iis completely fissioned. Thee only actinidee waste stream
m
ffrom these sy
ystems would
d derive from the recycling
g
rresiduals, whicch could yield a significant reduction
r
(by a
ffactor of hund
dreds) in the amount
a
of actiinide waste peer
kkW-hr of elecctricity generatted, as compaared to a onceetthrough fuel cy
ycle. Because accelerator
a
driven systems do
o
nnot require fueels containing uranium or tho
orium, they are
m
more efficient at destroyin
ng MA wastee than criticaal
rreactors, based
d on grams of minor actinidees fissioned peer
M
MW-hr of enerrgy generated.
As indicated
d in the introdu
uction, transmu
uting one mino
or
aactinide in particular,
p
am
mericium, can
n significantly
y
ddecrease the amount
a
of deccay heat in a repository,
r
thu
us
ddecreasing thee overall costs. Transmuting the long-lived
d
A
Am isotopes to shorter-lived
d fission produ
ucts enables the
eend-products to
t be disposed in short-term
m repositoriess.
T
The Am feedsstock is assumeed to be from spent fuel thaat
hhas set for 50
5 years afterr removal from
m the reactorr.
A
Accelerator-drriven systems can probably
y operate on a
ppure Am feed
d stream in th
he equilibrium
m cycle. At 50
0
yyears, 97% off the Pu-241 has
h decayed to Am-241. The
rremaining un-d
decayed 3% off Pu-241 can be sent for long
gtterm storage with the other
o
Pu iso
otopes withou
ut
significantly impacting
i
the overall properties (internaal
hheating, neutro
on source, etc.)) of the stored material.
m
For examplee, the current US
U LWR fleet generates
g
abou
ut
3 MT/yr Am after 40 yrs cooling (~1 MT/yr after 7
yyears). Burnin
ng 3 MT/yr Am
m generates 8 GW of fission
n
hheat (about 3%
% of US nucleear fleet size).. After 40 yeaar
ccooling, three high-powered accelerators caan burn the Am
m
ggenerated by the current US
U fleet. If younger
y
fuel is
i
pprocessed then
n after 7 yeaar cooling onlly 1 system is
i

2

Figure 2: SMART suppports LWR ecoonomy and presserves
U, Pu, & Np as a futurre energy resoource. Generallly this
thermal ppower can be used to offsett the facility ccapital
and operaational costs. If the processs heat is useed for
unbuffereed electrical pproduction for the grid, theen the
required accelerator reliability w
would substanntially
increase accelerator coost. Efficient use of this eenergy
would bennefit from advvanced researcch based in bioomass
conversioon or H2 advancced cycles.
A facillity for transsmutation of waste wouldd also
generate substantial poower; the process heat couuld be
utilized too produce anotther form of ennergy (e.g. bioofuels)
or could be used to generate electrical power. The
expected cost of an acccelerator basedd transmuter system
comparedd to a reactor iss expected to bbe <30%. Undder the
worst casse scenario off not using thhe process heaat, the
incrementtal cost to the ppresent electriccal rate based oon the
additionall non-power prroduction transsmuter plants iis 2 to
5 percent not including reprocessing ccosts. Not inclluding
reprocessiing costs is faair if the fuel ccycle going foorward
will be a cclosed cycle annd reprocessingg will be an inhherent
feature.

Power P
Production
Many pproposed ADS
S concepts withh the goal of ppower
productionn [2] utilizee thorium-baased fuel to take
advantagee of some off Th benefits of greater nnatural
abundanc e (3-4 times g reater than uraanium), prolifeeration
resistancee, and signifficantly reducced productioon of
transuraniics that are a m
major source of radiotoxicitty and
decay heaat relative to urranium-based ffuel. Both liquiid and
solid fuell blankets havee been proposeed. An ADS ssystem
based onn Th fuel wouuld not requirre incorporation of
fissile maaterial into fressh fuel, and could operate aalmost
indefinite ly in a closed ffuel cycle.
A limiteed number of critical reactor concepts bassed on
thorium hhave been deesigned and operated (e.gg., the
Molten S
Salt Reactor aat ORNL, annd the Light Water
Breeder Reactor at S
Shippingport). Expanded uuse of
thorium-bbased fuels is aactively pursueed in some couuntries
with largee reserves of thhorium, princippally India, Noorway
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and China. These programs are investigating whether
ADS can speed up the deployment of the U-233/Th fuel
cycle by breeding U-233, which does not exist in nature.
A well designed accelerator-driven transmuter would
operate in a sub-critical mode, and with limited excess
reactivity such that the transmuter cannot reach criticality
under any design basis accident. [3] For this type of
transmuter, the fission rate is directly proportional to the
source neutron production rate. The flexibility enabled by
subcritical operation has several advantages:
» can drive systems with low fissile content (Th or
M.A.) or high burden of non-fissile materials,
» unlike critical reactors, can safely operate with
fuel having a relatively low delayed neutron fraction, and
» can compensate for large uncertainties in initial
reactivity or burnup reactivity swings by varying the
source rate, which for an accelerator driven system is
proportional to the beam current.

Process Heat Utilization
Converting the fission power into a useable energy
source is highly advantageous for transmuters to help
recover the facility capital and operating costs and
essential for a facility designed for power production.
One option is to sell the excess power to the grid. Based
on recent experience with superconducting accelerator
technology, the design of highly fault-tolerant
accelerators is a reasonable expectation. [4] Storing
power with the use of power storage devices could
provide the electricity to run through faults if they can
store enough electricity to enable providing steady power
to the grid through the longest of expected interruptions.
The practicality of running through the range of possible
interruptions requires a more detailed design effort.
Another option is to convert the power into another
energy form. Charles Forsberg has proposed that biomass
can be converted to greenhouse-gas-neutral liquid fuels.
[5] The conversion of biomass-to-liquid fuels is energy
intensive but the transmuter can produce the significant
amount of heat, electricity, and hydrogen required for the
processing of biomass-to-liquid fuels. The overall process
has a comparable efficiency to electrical production, but
the end result can be carried away in tankers. If the
accelerator operation is deemed too unreliable for the
electrical grid, then converting biomass into fuel for a netzero carbon-footprint would seem to be not only a good
option, but the preferred option.

ACCELERATOR TECHNOLOGY
Accelerator Design
Accelerator-based transmutation includes four major
technology elements: accelerators, transmuters, and
separations, fuels and waste forms, Shown in Fig. 3. This
paper only covers the accelerator systems.
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Figure 3: Major sub-systems of an ADS facility.
The power of the accelerator is determined by the
design of the subcritical multiplier. For example, for a
subcritical blanket fission power of 1 GW and with the
multiplier keff in a range of 0.95 to 0.98( keff gives the
neutron multiplication factor in a reactor; this factor is
keff/(1- keff)) will have a proton beam power ranging from
18 MW to 7 MW and a beam current swing of 12 mA to 5
mA, assuming a beam energy of 1.5 GeV. Either starting
out with a lower keff for safety or going to deeper burn
and resulting in a lower keff at cycle end, requires an
increase in the accelerator current to maintain a constant
neutron flux in the reactor. Given fixed beam energy, the
accelerator capital cost is determined in large part by the
average current. Designing an accelerator for a large
current swing requires a very high beam current that is
used for only part of the transmutation cycle resulting in
cost inefficiency.
This application is best served by a continuous wave
machine, either linac or cyclotron. Cyclotrons could
potentially deliver up to 10 MW of beam power (10 mA
at 1000 MeV). Linacs are limited to about 100 mA per
front end system, with funneling used to double the
current. Either type could serve to drive a subcritical
transmuter.
Since this transmuter system will be a production
system, a factor of 1.5 to 2 overhead margin is typically
built into the performance specification to assure high
operational reliability and long life. Based on present
research, the maximum operational currents are 5 to 8 mA
for cyclotrons and 50 to 75 mA for linacs. We are looking
at accelerator systems that could drive several GW
thermal power plants and have currents up to 40 mA. The
accelerator technology covered in this article will be
limited to linac systems.
Economy of scale generally favors going to the highest
average power from a single accelerator. Note that the
beam may impinge on a single target in a core, be split
into separate targets in a single core, or be directed to
multiple cores. With the consideration of multiple targets,
multiple accelerators may provide system redundancy and
improved reliability, but at added cost. Beam parameters
consistent with the above operating numbers were
demonstrated to be feasible under the Accelerator
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Production of Tritium (APT) [6] program, as shown in
Fig. 4.
The linac requirements follow from other sub-system
requirements, but more thorough studies are required to
determine the full sets of requirements. For example,
beam interrupts longer than 1 second might negatively
impact the subcritical multiplier. The engineering
challenges need to be fully scoped out for the safe,
controlled coupling of an accelerator to a subcritical
reactor through a spallation target. System control and
safe operation will demand the understanding and
resolution of the potentially complex behavior of this
coupled accelerator/target/reactor system.
350 MHz
spoke
RFQ cavities

6.7 MeV

700 MHz
5-cell
elliptical

130 MeV

250 MeV

700 MHz
5-cell
elliptical

700 MHz
5-cell
elliptical

580 MeV

1500 MeV
50mA

Figure 4: The accelerator preliminary design is based on
the technologies developed for the APT program. The
superconducting linac reduces cost and improves
performance and reliability (i.e. beam continuity).
A superconducting-radiofrequency (SCRF) linac is
typically chosen for the linac because, compared to linacs
using traditional room-temperature (RT) copper
technology, SCRF linacs are more power efficient and
expected to have higher reliability. The SCRF linac will
employ independently controlled RF modules with
redundancy, allowing the less than 300 ms adjustment of
RF phases and amplitudes of RF modules to compensate
for faults of individual cavities, klystrons, or focusing
magnets. The SCRF cavities will have larger bore radius
that relaxes alignment and steering tolerances, as well as
reducing beam loss.
Alternative approaches to high proton beam power
include synchrotron technology, which has the capability
of achieving powers in excess of 1 MW, but is limited to
pulsed operation at relatively low duty factor, and FixedField Alternating Gradient (FFAG) accelerators that are
actively studied at laboratories throughout the world.
Synchrotrons and FFAGs have some similar intrinsic
features, but the repetition rate for FFAGs can be much
higher (albeit without the capability for true CW
operation). While promising, FFAGs have yet to
demonstrate high beam-power capability.

Accelerator Issues
The major ADS related issues are:
» Multiplying assembly design
o Neutronics analysis
o Thermal-hydraulic analysis
o Safety analysis
o Fuels
o Structural materials
» Coolant technologies (i.e. - lead-bismuth-eutectic, etc. )
4

o Corrosion studies / oxygen control
o Erosion studies
o Safety assessment / polonium release
» Spallation target technologies
o Window vs. windowless targets
o Target material and coolant options beyond LBE
» Accelerator systems
o Effect of transients on materials
o Effect of transients on fuels
o Quality of electrical power delivered to the grid
o Periodic maintenance
o High-power accelerator design
o Reliability-Availability-MaintainabilityInspectability (RAMI) assessments
This paper only covers the accelerator beam trip
requirements that follow from thermo-mechanical
considerations of transients on the spallation target and
subcritical assembly and, for power production
applications, reliable electrical power delivery to the grid.
The maximum number of allowed beam trips of a given
duration depends on the design details, including the
coolant parameters and characteristics, the coolant system
design, the materials used, and the average power
densities in the different ADS components.
In the last several years, more thorough and detailed
beam trip requirement analyses have been performed
based on transient analyses of ADS reactor system
components. Three analyses in particular show reasonable
agreement on the transient response and resulting beam
trip requirements. A JAEA study [7] considered an 800
MWth subcritical reactor driven by a 30 MW proton
beam. The analysis considered thermal shock and cycling
on the beam window, reactor vessel, inner barrel and
turbine system. The resulting beam trip rate limits are
25,000/yr for short beam interruptions (< 5 sec), 2500/yr
for interruptions greater than 5 and less than 10 seconds,
250 per year for interruptions greater than 10 seconds and
less than 5 minutes, and 50/year for interruptions greater
than 5 minutes. A recent MYRRHA study [8] found
similar results, yielding beam trip limits of 2500 trips/year
for interruptions greater than 1 second and less than 10
seconds, 2500 trips/year for interruptions between 10
seconds and 5 minutes, and less than 25/year for
interruptions greater than 5 minutes. These results include
a factor of 10 safety margin. A U.S. study performed in
2001 [10] yielded beam trip limits of 1000 trips/year for
interruptions longer than 0.3 sec but shorter than 100 sec,
and 30 trips/year for interruptions longer than 100
seconds. It is worth emphasizing that these beam trip
limits, derived from transient analyses of subcritical
reactor components, are two orders of magnitude less
stringent than typical values published previously [9]. For
power generation applications, the beam trip rate
requirements are more stringent, limited to only a few
long unscheduled interruptions per year in order to meet
reliability requirements set by the demands of commercial
power production.
Additional safety-related requirements include safetyclass beam shutdown capability, limitations on maximum
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bbeam current//power, rate of
o change of beam currentt,
aautomatic closed-loop conttrol of the cu
urrent and the
ccapability of controlled
c
ram
mping up (or do
own) the beam
m
ppower over secconds to minuttes.
The ADS application haas more strin
ngent trip rate
rrequirements than the hisstorical high power proton
n
aaccelerator ex
xperience basse. However, it should be
eemphasized th
hat present high
h power acceleerators were no
ot
ddesigned with a low trip ratte requirementt. In particularr,
aaccelerator faccilities to servee a scientific research function
n
ddo not typically invest in redundant hardwaare systems thaat
w
would be reequired to acchieve the high
h
reliability
y
pperformance expected
e
for an
n industrial-scaale installation
n.
N
Nevertheless, experience at
a these facillities providees
iimportant gu
uidance on the systems that require
iimprovement in
i future ADS applications. Beam
B
trip ratees
ffor the present operating hig
gh power proton acceleratorrs
((LANSCE, SN
NS, ISIS and PSI)
P
are shown
n in Fig. 5 [10]].
T
Total annual trrip counts of order
o
104 are typical,
t
most of
o
w
which last leess than onee minute. Preesent day trip
p
ffrequencies wiith outages lesss than about 10 minutes are
aapproaching reecent ADS req
quirements. Bu
ut factors of 10
0
tto 100 reductio
ons in the freq
quency of longer interruption
ns
aare needed to meet
m the latest ADS requirem
ments.

F
Figure 5: Beam
m trip frequen
ncy for operatiing high-poweer
pproton acceleraators [10].
Detailed reliiability analysees utilizing mo
odern reliability
y
eengineering ap
pproaches hav
ve been perforrmed [11]. The
rresult of these studies suggesst that reliabiliity goals can be
m
met with appro
opriately choseen redundancy, with adequate
eengineering margin,
m
and witth the incorpo
oration of rapid
d
ffault-recovery algorithms made possiible with an
n
iindependently--phased supercconducting linaac architecturee.
T
The supercond
ducting linac ap
pproach to production of high
h
ppower beams has an inh
herent operatio
onal reliability
y
aadvantage. Acceleration
A
is provided
d by many
y
iindependently--powered caviities, each of which
w
providees
oonly a small frraction of the total beam pow
wer. Failure of a
single cavity (including
(
its RF
R drive comp
ponents) can be
qquickly “tuned
d around” by bringing on-liine spares into
o
ooperation (or adjusting
a
alreaady operating cavities),
c
as haas
bbeen demonstrrated in practicce in routine operation
o
of the
SNS [12]. Thee technique for SC cavity faault recovery at
a
SNS is amenaable to rapid (<
< 1 sec) implementation with
h
specially desig
gned control sy
ystems.
Extremely high-reliability
h
y has been ach
hieved in large
aaccelerator sysstems. The Eurropean Synchro
otron Radiation
n
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Facility rroutinely achieeves Mean-Tim
me-Between-F
Failure
of many days, and hass recently opeerated for an entire
month wit
ithout a beam ttrip. The Advaanced Photon S
Source
completedd 2009 with 633 beam trips reccorded that yeaar.
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